
2 November 201: SHS SAC Meeting Notes
In attendance: Desirae Westfall, Joi Jenkins, Susan Matthews, Robin Nejame, Maggie Rosa, Lezlie Burkley, Talmage
Trujillo, Julie Spezze, Cory Scheffel, Darcy Harris, Stacy Follet, and Kelly Hamilton

Honor Roll: Distinction and Honor Roll
Honor Roll of Distinction +4.0 (167 students)

Honor Roll 3.7 (36 students)
Students with 4.0 (114 students)

(data from first quarter)
Issue to change it (does an adjustment need to be made to reflect a more distinguished group? ie propose
that students who are “honor roll with distinction have at least a 4.1 GPA):

Move to block schedule and ability to take weighted classes may be moving us towards the 4.0
Issue with the contradiction of the counselor being able to approve a weighted class
Pushing students to take CMC classes will likely move toward a weighted GPA
Emphasis of learning or GPA and class rank

Vote to change or no?
Consistency with board policy with the weighted classes

How easy would it be to change the policy with the school board?
Move to email Kim LeTrouneau to fix inconsistency.

Action of the board’s secretary initiated from the school board.
Easy change to enact.

What do other schools do with honor rolls?
Varied: some cum laude, et cetera
Dependent upon colleges, but many colleges are more interested in the students’ move to challenge
themselves
Many local scholarships ask for honor roll and honor roll of distinction (many scholarships +30)

Necessary to ensure that we keep local up to date.
CMC and AP: Varied results of how successful students typically are. No need to be “certified” to teach AP;
whereas, most colleges require a minimum number of graduate credits in the particular field or subject to
teach.

Budget
February 2021 budgets were cut by 20%: Rescinded or not?

Stated yes in the Mountain Mail by Blackburn
Plan to have it back, but in dealing with three budgets not a clear yes, but a probably.
20% of just operating budget (80% of all school money is spent on salaries)

Budget easy to understand from 2020-2021, but the year was not a “normal” year
Money left over (~20% from 2020-2021 school year)

Unspent money from a school operating is not available the following year and may inform
revisions to the total school budget
Consideration of staff bonus: Not able to do (rule for staff, and must be paid equally to every
member of the staff)

Sheila Moore finance person.
Two different auditing persons: Can tighten each line item in order to make it more realistic versus the
pattern of over-budgeting and underspending

Overspent budget for medical supplies (will spend $800-$1,000 versus around $150)
Lots of rules for what money can be allocated to



Grant money to pay for this were given
Teacher salaries:

26.5 Mill Levy Rate, can some of this money go toward salaries
State mill-levy equalization factor: The state contribution to each school district is adjusted
according to the local revenue. School districts with high tax revenue receive less from the
state and districts without means to collect healthy taxes receive more money from the state,
thus providing closer to equal funds per pupil across the state.

71 more students here than last year (represents $8K per pupil- roughly)
Just one more student than two years ago

In future conversations, it might be interesting to know what the finances are for the entire district
Conversation that’s been brought to the staff:

Are we offering the right courses, and are we employing the right FTE?
Lost an interventionist, a counselor, and a bit of a full-time science teacher

CBT and the staff are having conversations trying to improve the school
Questions, too, about capital expenditures

Ask the custodial and maintenance teams(Shawn) what capital projects they would recommend
Give month to prepare a chart

Better patio door security for students entering the high school through the commons area
Currently using $25 fix to a $100 fix

Difficult to tell if the enters are students or adults (security issue)
Most come through the commons door than the main door

Possibility to use with the technology budget first?
Due to the board by January 2022.
Shaded eating area for students?
Designated area for teachers
Fixing the turf: it’s in rough shape
CBT is still debating but there’s a lot of focus into paying humans versus non-sentient
items
Huge issue to (re)engender trust in the community
Outdoor classrooms?
Come back with a list of items that would be helpful

Grant-funded positions at the high school:
One: PE position (student health and wellness grant, which extends a couple more years)

Surveys for Healthy Kids
Professional Development sits at both the district and building level

District level = $0, thus now at a building level, which is 20% lower than before
Very few requests this year
Principals must work with teachers individually

CMC Credit Equity Issue
All 3 or more (any college class) receive 1 credit, retroactively changed on past transcripts

3:1
Still an issue with 5 credit and 2 credit classes

Where do we go with making this more equitable?
Needed solution:

Note inability to have a perfect solution
Canyon City experiencing the nebulous credit allowance



Credit consistency = seat time versus competency
Asynchronous learning did not seem to award the same credit

SHS policy currently allows for: 1-2 CEPA cr= .25 SHS cr; 3+ CEPA cr= .5 SHS cr
Environmental Science = 3 credits

Seems as though it should be a full credit class
Against the board policy, which makes it .5
Schedule versus the content (seat time versus competency)
Example of student who was at the top of a full-time college student (18
college credits) should be four credits
If a student is partaking a class within the school day and they have the
same seat time, we should make them like the class credit awarding
they have for a regular class

CMC CW and CMC Intro to Lit and Poetry are block classes (100
minutes)
Need to fine-tune the online credit issue for the issue of the block
scheduling

Example needing to choose between Spanish IV, English,
and Calculus

Needing English to graduate and losing
opportunities to take the other classes
Issues with being able to take other classes like
four years of Spanish

Agenda for Next Meeting:
Priority for capital requests (Please come with a list of items and be prepared to prioritize that list)
Outline the proposal for the credit equity issue

Plan A for the credit equity (solutions versus noting that it’s a problem)
Plan to go over 30 minutes: December 7, 2021, 5:30-7:00 PM


